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Abstract—Biological bipeds have long been thought to take
advantage of compliance and passive dynamics to walk and run,
but realizing robotic locomotion in this fashion has been difficult
in practice. ATRIAS is a bipedal robot designed to take advantage
of inherent stabilizing effects that emerge as a result of tuned
mechanical compliance. We describe the mechanics of the biped
and how our controller exploits the interplay between passive
dynamics and actuation to achieve robust locomotion. We outline
our development process for incremental design and testing of our
controllers through rapid iteration. By show time at the DARPA
Robotics Challenge, ATRIAS was able to walk with robustness to
large human kicks, locomote in terrain from asphalt to grass to
artificial turf, and traverse changes in surface height as large as
15 cm without planning or visual feedback. Further, ATRIAS can
accelerate from rest, transition smoothly to an airborne running
gait, and reach a top speed of 2.5 m/s (9 kph). This endeavor
culminated in seven live shows of ATRIAS walking and running,
with disturbances and without falling, in front of a live audience
at the DARPA Robotics Challenge. We conclude by enumerating
what we believe were the key lessons learned in the process of
developing these capabilities.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Walking and running on two legs is an enduring challenge
in robotics. Avoiding falls becomes especially tricky when
the terrain is uncertain in both its geometry and rigidity. A
promising approach to achieve stable control is to relinquish
some authority to purposeful passive dynamics, perhaps by
adding mechanical compliance (Raibert, 1986) or removing
actuators entirely (McGeer, 1990). If the machine’s unactuated
dynamics are thoughtfully designed, they can passively
attenuate disturbances and require smaller adjustments from
the controller (Pfeifer et al., 2006).
The ATRIAS biped (Hubicki et al., 2015) is a physical
embodiment of this mechanical intelligence approach
(Blickhan et al., 2007), equipped with four degrees of passive
compliance in its legs and motor-free pin joints for feet.
While eschewing actuators and inserting springs makes
control less formally tractable (Spong, 1998), we found that
thoughtfully applying insights from reduced-order models
(Rezazadeh et al., 2015) can yield a range of agile and stable
locomotion behaviors. In doing so, we aim to demonstrate
that 3D bipedal walking and running is not only possible
with a passive-dynamics based approach, but the result is
sufficiently robust that it can serve as a viable framework for
practical locomotion in unstructured environments. To make
our case, we resolved to test ATRIAS’ locomotion mettle in
† The primary authors contributed equally to this work.

Fig. 1. The ATRIAS bipedal robot performing one its seven live dynamic
demonstrations in front of a live audience at the DARPA Robotics Challenge.
As one component of the show, the spring-legged robot is commanded to
walk over uneven surfaces without visual sensing or external support. Reliably
achieving such dynamic locomotion in an uncertain environment required
rigorous development and testing of the hardware, software, and control
algorithms. Here, we describe the purpose of this demonstration and how
we approached engineering fast and robust robotic walking and running that
can be performed reliably under the scrutinizing public eye.

front of a live audience at the DARPA Robotics Challenge
Expo (snapshot of a performance shown in Figure 1).
Zero Moment Point (ZMP) approaches have long been
the go-to methods for generating stable bipedal locomotion
(Vukobratovic and Borovac, 2004). The core strategy of
maintaining full actuation though flat-footed contact is at the
heart of the field’s most visible humanoids, including ASIMO,
HUBO, and the HRP-series humanoids (Sakagami et al.,
2002; Park et al., 2006; Kaneko et al., 2009). Given its
track-record of success, elaborations of this basic ZMP
concept (Kajita et al., 2003) were ubiquitous at the high-stakes
DARPA Robotics Challenge (Zucker et al., 2015; Feng et al.,
2015; Johnson et al., 2015; Kohlbrecher et al., 2015; Yi et al.,
2015; Kuindersma et al., 2015). However, these approaches
require planning with respect to the environment in order
to ensure ZMP criteria. As terrain becomes less structured
and locomotion becomes faster, such planning becomes more
difficult to rely upon for locomotion stability.
In contrast to a planning approach, locomotion has
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also been studied as a potentially “self-stable” phenomena
(Seyfarth et al., 2003). Using reduced-order “spring-mass”
models (Blickhan, 1989), locomotion strategies have been
developed to mitigate (Schmitt and Clark, 2009) or entirely
reject disturbances without feedback (Ernst et al., 2012).
These passively compliant models and corresponding simple
control strategies have been theoretically extended across
walking and running (Geyer et al., 2006; Vejdani et al., 2015).
These math models, while simple, are sufficiently relevant to
biological locomotion that they are commonly used to analyze
stabilization in animal locomotion (Full and Koditschek,
1999; Jindrich and Full, 2002; Moritz and Farley, 2004;
Daley and Biewener, 2006). Like animals, our robot will not
precisely match these simple math models, but we too may
use insights and general behaviors of spring-mass systems to
guide the control policies of our robot toward self-stability.
Likely the most famous examples of insight-driven biped
control were the Raibert hoppers (Raibert, 1986) and
its successors (Ahmadi and Buehler, 2006), which were
amazingly agile, but required power through an off-board
pneumatic tether. Other examples include the hyper-efficient
walkers (Collins et al., 2005; Bhounsule et al., 2014), which
also had control designed to work effectively with their
passive dynamics. Recognizing some merit to passive
dynamics and compliance, formal approaches have begun
rising to the challenge of underactuation in robotics (Spong,
1994; Manchester et al., 2011). Variations on methods such
as hybrid zero dynamics (Westervelt et al., 2003) have
been successful in achieving planar walking, both with
(Sreenath et al., 2011; Park et al., 2012; Hereid et al., 2014)
and without compliance (Martin et al., 2014), as well as
running (Sreenath et al., 2013) and preliminary walking
implementation in 3D (Buss et al., 2014). Other methods have
begun to show promise in simulation for achieving robust
bipedal running (Erez et al., 2013; Wensing and Orin, 2013).
Our specific goal at the DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC)
was to exhibit robust walking and running over unstructured
terrain with all components, including batteries, onboard the
machine. The purpose is to demonstrate the practical potential
of this compliant approach to bipedal locomotion. With these
soft spring-leg mechanisms, we were able both to walk and
smoothly accelerate up to running speeds (2.5 m/s). The
dynamic approach to stability allowed ATRIAS to recover
from large unmodeled impulses (i.e. kicks). Further, we
demonstrated walking over uneven ground without any vision
or preparative planning, including 15-cm steps and nonrigid
terrain. The resulting locomotion is also efficient compared
to bipeds of similar scale, with a total cost of transport of
1.3 (ASIMO is estimated to have a total transport cost of 3.2
(Collins and Ruina, 2005)).
Here we describe the overall approach to engineering
ATRIAS, an overview of how we control it, and our
incremental approach to testing it for live demonstrations. In
Section II, we describe the philosophy and mechanics of the
robot’s construction, and we detail the electronics/software
infrastructure. In Section II-C, we provide an overview of
the control algorithms used to control ATRIAS, which are
designed specifically for the compliant dynamics of the
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ATRIAS at a Glance
Top speed
Max ground height variation
Max kick impulse
Surface incline
Aerial phase during running
Mechanical Cost of Transport
Total Cost of Transport
Battery life
Leg length
Height
Weight
Spring stiffness
Leg stiffness @ 0.9 m rest length
Control Rate
Lines of controller code

2.5
15
60
15
30
1.0
1.3
30
1.0
1.7
60
3
20
1.0
880

m/s
cm
kg·m/s
deg
ms

minutes
m
m
kg
kN·m/rad
kN/m
kHz

machine. Section III describes our testing and development
process, taking ATRIAS from simple stepping in 2D through
robust and fast 3D locomotion. Finally, in Section V-VI-B we
summarize ATRIAS’ capabilities, the performance at the DRC
event, and lessons learned from the process of developing this
live demonstration.
II. ROBOT OVERVIEW
ATRIAS is designed to perform highly dynamic walking
and running gaits. Complementary passive hardware, a
mechanism which is just as dynamic as the locomotion itself,
allows the biped to be reactive and stable when disturbed.
Because the hardware and algorithms are equal partners in
generating the locomotion patterns, the method used to control
ATRIAS would not function without the intended natural
dynamics built into the mechanisms1 .
A. Mechanical Overview
Even with pantograph legs unlike anything seen in nature,
ATRIAS performs bouncy gaits and reacts to trips and falls in
a convincingly natural way. Its construction is a result of an
effort to reproduce the natural dynamics and passive responses
found in nature, rather than mimic any particular morphology
(Hubicki et al., 2015). Figure 2 shows the full biped robot,
highlighting important components and providing references
to product part numbers.
Many animals, including humans, have walking and running
gaits that can be described by springy, mathematically simple
legs. A common spring-mass model is the Spring-Loaded
Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) model, with a point-mass body, a
massless point toe, and a massless linear spring connecting the
two. When in contact with the ground, the toe is assumed to
be in perfect contact and completely fixed. When leg forces
drop to zero, the toe is no longer fixed to the ground and
moves rigidly with the point mass. This model is completely
1 Alternatively, sufficiently high-bandwidth actuation and high control rates
could simulate these natural dynamics, but simulating these dynamics typically
requires higher-powered or very torque-dense actuators (Boaventura et al.,
2012; Park et al., 2015).
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1x Safety Teather
2x Abduction Motors
1x Structural Composite Shell

1x Fiber-Optic Gyro

Quantum NEMA 23
Allied Motion (QB-023-03)

2x Belt Drive Reduction

KVH (1750-IMU)

1x Simulink Target PC
1x Wireless Router
ASUS (RT-AC66U)

1x 44.4V, 10-Amp-Hour Battery

SlimPRO, 3.7GHz i7-3740QM
CappuccinoPC (SP675P)

1x Emergency Stop Button

4x 5Ah, 22.2V Li-Po
Turnigy (5Ah 6S 65C)

8x 32-bit Optical Encoders, Leg DoFs
2x Absolute Abduction Encoders
Magnetic Rotary Encoder Module
RLS (RMB-30-SI)

4x Leg Motor Drivers
EtherCAT, 200-Amp Peak
Elmo MC (G-DRU-100/100-EET)

RESOLUTE Readhead + RSLA Scale
Renishaw (RL-32B-AS-001C)

4x Leg Actuators
1x Transmissive Encoder Disk
USDigital (3500-EM1-0-360-I)
1x Optical Encoder Module
USDigital (EM1)
1x Megaflux Motor
Allied Motion (MF-150-10)
1x Harmonic Drive (CSD-50-50)

4x Fiberglass Series Springs

8x Mechanical Overload Protection

8x Lightweight Carbon-Fiber Links

2x Passive Line-Contact Feet

Fig. 2. Rendered view of ATRIAS with mechanisms and features highlighted. Most systems are located in the composite torso, with only actuation and
sensing on the legs. Part numbers and suppliers are provided for selected components.
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Fig. 3. (a) Rendered view of the ATRIAS leg design. (b) Schematic view
showing kinematics and compliant behavior of the toe. Two motors co-located
at the hip drive each input link of a parallel mechanism. Plate springs
connect the links to the motors, providing series compliance and smoothing
input forces. All heavy components are located at the hip, and the parallel
mechanism is composed of lightweight carbon-fiber links. This morphology
has dynamics matching the Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) template
(Schwind, 1998). Motor A and B basis vectors are drawn at the toe to
illustrate the kinematics of this pose. The instantaneous motion of the toe is
the weighted sum of these basis vectors. Similarly, a compliance ellipse shows
the elastic behavior of the physical toe around the neutral point (Abate et al.,
2015); the ellipse represents the deflection of the toe for a unit force in all
directions, so the major axis is soft and the minor axis is stiff.

energy conservative, because the toe is massless, and there is
a massless spring between the toe contact and the point mass;
it can walk or run continuously as long as the average ground
height is consistent.
Observers can see the influence of spring-mass models in
the ATRIAS design: carbon-fiber legs for minimum inertia
connected by series springs to the concentrated mass at the
hips. Such construction gives the biped noticeably SLIP-like
dynamics (Figure 3). With series compliance, unforeseen
impacts are softened, and energy can be recycled from step
to step, energy can be released at higher rates than the motor
alone can deliver. These combined factors have the potential
to improve robustness of the mechanism as well as energetic
efficiency.
Kinematically, ATRIAS has two planar legs comprising a
parallel mechanism, two actuators co-located at the hip, and
a distal toe. Each leg has an abduction degree of freedom,
which both share an axis in the sagittal plane of the torso.
Six total actuators exist on the robot2 : two legs, each with hip
extension, knee extension and hip abduction. The robot lacks
long-axis rotation of the hip, and thus cannot actively turn.
A passive foot is attached at the ankle in a way which
simulates a point contact at the ground, but restricts yaw
rotation, thereby removing this degree of freedom from the
2 Note that ATRIAS has 13 degrees of freedom, and thus is heavily
underactuated for a bipedal robot.

dynamics of the robot. The two-point line contacts at the
bottom of the feet keep ATRIAS pointed in roughly the
same direction between steps, resisting inertial forces from
the heavily under-actuated robot (Abate, 2014).
Mechanical fuses at the knees protect the robot from damage
due to excessive sideloads at the toe. This resistance to
significant damage makes rapid iteration and testing possible.
Expensive and difficult repairs to bearings, the transmission,
and the carbon-fiber leg would halt progress, but fuses are easy
to reattach.
Because ATRIAS is a prototype experimental platform, it
is fairly fragile and cannot withstand torso collisions or falls.
A portable gantry system protects the robot from falls via a
safety line. During operation, the line is kept slack as to not
affect the robot’s dynamics unless it drops or goes wildly off
course. ATRIAS is otherwise entirely self-contained, and this
connection is only meant to catch the robot in the event of a
malfunction.
B. Electrical/Software Overview
ATRIAS’ electrical architecture is built around commodity
PC hardware, custom sensor interface boards, and
off-the-shelf motor drivers. An EtherCAT data bus provides
high-throughput, real-time communication between the
system components and interfaces directly with the Simulink
real-time operating system. Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
lithium polymer batteries power the motor drivers as well as
the computer and other components through COTS DC-DC
voltage regulation modules. Figure 4 shows the major
components of the electrical system.
All control processing is done with an onboard, miniature
desktop computer. This computer is a commercially-available
small-form-factor PC based on a modern Intel desktop
processor. The robot computer executes our control software,
developed in MATLAB and Simulink, on top of the Simulink
Real-Time kernel. The Simulink kernel ships with drivers
for using the EtherCAT protocol with standard Ethernet
chipsets, which is used to retrieve sensor data and send torque
commands to the motor drivers.
ATRIAS’ six motors are driven with two different types
of motor amplifier. The hip extension and knee extension
motors use EtherCAT-enabled COTS servo drivers, capable of
supplying a peak current of 200 Amps. The hip abduction
motors are driven by smaller COTS motor drivers capable
of a peak current of 60 Amps. All of these drive three
phase brushless motors in current control mode, using Hall
effect sensors and an incremental encoder for sinusoidal
commutation.
ATRIAS uses only proprioceptive sensing for control, and is
otherwise blind to the environment. High-resolution absolute
encoders at each internal degree of freedom provide joint
angles and spring deflections, and a fiber optic gyroscope
provides torso orientation. These sensors are sufficient to
determine the configuration of the robot save for its translation
with respect to the the world frame.
Custom, versatile interface modules (called “Medulla”
modules) read, translate, packetize and send proprioceptive
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Fig. 4. Connection diagram of the electrical system. Control commands are sent by the human operator using a PlayStation 3 controller, which are then
sent over WiFi to a router on the robot. Motor power is provided by Li-Po batteries, and regulated down to two logic levels to supply supporting systems.
EtherCAT is the primary means of communication between systems, connecting the compiled Simulink realtime operating system to the EtherCAT-enabled
motor drivers and the custom Medulla microcontrollers. The Medullas are used for collecting low-level sensor data to broadcast over EtherCAT. An emergency
stop system disables all motor drivers, which can be triggered either by software or by a physical button located on the robot.

and orientation sensor data to the control computer. The
Medullas also read thermistors embedded in the motor
assemblies so that the controller can detect and respond to
overheating. Some Medulla modules are used to pass torque
commands to the hip abduction motor drivers, as these motor
drivers cannot connect directly to the EtherCAT bus.
The battery pack uses four, six-cell lithium polymer battery
packs, each with a 5 Amp-hour rated capacity. The packs are
connected in a two-serial two-parallel configuration, giving
a nominal voltage of 44.4 Volts and a nominal capacity of
10 Amp-hours. With 65C-discharge-rate batteries, the pack is
rated to deliver a peak current of 650 Amps.
A supervisory computer communicates with the robot
computer over a WiFi link, through a wireless router mounted
on the robot. The supervisory computer, a laptop running
MATLAB and Simulink on Windows 8.1, displays diagnostic
information and is used to calibrate and enable the robot.
Movement commands are generated by a PlayStation 3
controller connected to the supervisory computer, then sent
over the wireless link to the robot computer.
The robot uses an emergency stop (E-Stop) system to

disable the motor drivers and prevent damage to the robot or
injury to operators. An “E-stop” bus with ring topology allows
stop signals or physical breaks in the bus to reliably propagate
to everything in the chain. When the bus is pulled high, the
motor drivers are enabled and allowed to send current to the
motors. When the pull-up is removed — either due to a “stop”
condition generated by the robot computer, the emergency stop
button being pressed, or a wire being severed — current to the
motors is disabled and the Medulla modules enter a “stop”
state.
C. Control Algorithm Overview
Controllers used on ATRIAS are designed to work
with the dynamic hardware. We use reduced-order and
mechanical insights to develop behaviors rather than
high-DOF model-based control. The behaviors do not require
any preplanning, and the stability of the gait is not tied to the
existence of disturbance models. Instead, the robot is purely
reactive to the changing world.
Joint compliance relates forces to deflections, measurable
with the high-accuracy joint encoders and allowing open-loop
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trajectories to interact with unexpected or non-trivial contact
states. Knowing that forces will be exerted exactly opposite
to contact disturbances, we can create controllers which are
open-loop stable with respect to changes in the environment.
In a similar way to hardware compliance, low gains for
motor trajectory tracking allow the controller to loosely
track discontinuous trajectories without inducing extreme
accelerations.
Several simultaneous behaviors create the overall behavior
of the robot. Controllers blend together based on leg force
rather than switching out distinct controllers for different
phases of the gait. Figures 5-8 illustrate the concepts
used in the control algorithm: (1) clock-based stepping, (2)
velocity-based foot placement, (3) soft transitions between
swing and stance, (4) torso balance, and (5) energy injection
against controlled damping. These behaviors are in effect for
both legs simultaneously, and the individual progressions are
phase-shifted by the alternating clocks for each leg. A detailed
look at the controller can be found in Rezazadeh et al. (2015).
1) Clock-Based Stepping: Stepping is based on a clock
cycle, where the frequency of steps matches the natural
frequency of the spring-mass dynamics of the robot. In effect,
the system as a whole acts similarly to a forced oscillator with
dissipation, which entrains the robot to a dynamic oscillating
gait (Figure 5b). Stepping trajectories are parameterized by a
stepping height (the apex of the step trajectory) and a nominal
touchdown target which is chosen by the foot placement
behavior.
Figure 5 shows the correspondence between clock cycles
and the interpolated trajectory of the toe. There is one clock
for each leg, each 180◦ out of phase, and each periodically
wrapping as the gait advances (Figure 5a). One clock cycle
corresponds to one step for its corresponding leg. The clock
cycles drive most of the trajectory interpolation for the gait
(Figure 5c), reliably sequencing controller events (as opposed
to triggering based on intermittent events such as toe strike).
2) Stride Trajectory and Foot Placement: Footfalls are
placed such that the robot’s velocity gradually approaches the
desired direction. The controller takes a directional influence
from a human operator and attempts to move in that direction,
but individual steps are not controlled by the operator.
Each step is calculated using a feed-forward model of
toe placement based on the transverse velocity of the robot
(removing the vertical component), as illustrated in Figure 6b.
The initial calculation would ideally carry the robot along its
current path if used repeatedly over a number of steps. The
feed-forward model is augmented with PD control around the
transverse velocity error in both x (forward) and y (right),
which controls the acceleration and deceleration of the robot
as new velocity commands are issued.
The continual stepping of the feet due to the clock
cycle aids in controlling the velocity; no single footfall
corrects the robot’s velocity, and frequent stepping gives more
opportunities to recover from disturbances. Disturbances and
model errors will continually change the robot’s velocity, so
there is no reason to attempt to enforce deadbeat control;
asymptotic control works very well in this case.
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3) Touchdown Transitions: The virtual toe trajectory (the
location of the toe for undeflected springs) is open-loop
and continuous through stride, touchdown, and into stance.
Mechanism compliance allows for a smooth transition and
gradual change in contact forces between the toe and the
ground, which impact at non-zero velocity.
Open-loop transitions are an important feature of the
controller and are deliberately crafted to be independent
of contact sensing, because sensing the exact moment of
touchdown is deceptively difficult to achieve in practice3 .
In dynamic environments, it is not even useful to know a
particular instant of touchdown because the foot may slide,
break and make contact repeatedly (chatter), or sink into soft
terrain.
One open-loop toe trajectory is continuous in the time
before and after contact, but is designed to decompose into
two distinct ‘controllers’ based on the real-world contact
state. Stepping uses a ground-speed-matched trajectory where
the toe vertically descends to the ground height at that point.
This method does not care exactly when the foot contacts
the ground, and the same vertical trajectory is followed after
the foot makes contact. Before touchdown, this trajectory
corresponds to a ground-speed-matching behavior, but after
touchdown, the same trajectory continues to drive the foot into
the ground, resulting in a nearly axial restorative force. This
second behavior is the trivial stance controller for spring-mass
robots: hold a constant leg length through stance, and balance
the leg angle torques such that the contact force goes through
the mass center of the robot.
4) Torso Balance: After toe contact is established, contact
forces begin rising and expand the ability of the torso
balance controller to apply hip torques against the ground. A
friction cone approximation limits the balancing hip torques,
preventing the toe from slipping on the ground as illustrated in
Figure 6a. Torques are calculated for pitch and roll degrees of
freedom using a feedback-linearization law to force the torso
upright (Rezazadeh et al., 2015). The effect of this behavior
is added to the nominal stance behavior of leg-length forces.
5) Energy Injection and Damping: A large part of the
robustness of the controller comes from the addition of
controlled damping. Motor trajectory following has PD gains
tuned such that roughly half of the over-all leg compliance
comes from the motor, and the other half comes from the
passive springs. Having such soft gains makes the robot more
compliant and also removes energy through damping in the
motors and transmission.
Energy injection replenishes the system’s mechanical energy
after some is removed by damping, disturbances, or elevation
changes. Through the first half of stance, the leg length is
nominally constant, remaining a passive spring. In the second
half of stance, the leg begins extending to drive the robot
forward. The amount of extension is proportional to the desired
transverse velocity, as visually indicated in Figure 6c.
The interplay of energy injection and damping has a
stabilizing effect on the system. As a simple example, a
3 switches bounce, force thresholds take time to reach, and either may be
triggered accidentally.
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Fig. 7. A simple example of open-loop velocity control by balancing
directional forcing against isotropic damping. (a) Feedback control of velocity
requires an accurate measurement of the system velocity. (b) Feed-forward
forces combine with damping in the world to close the feedback loop for
velocity, with the added benefit that accurate sensing of the ground-truth
velocity is no longer necessary, nor is accurate application of force in response
to changes in velocity. (c) In velocity space, where the current velocity of a
system is represented by a point in that space, forces represent the gradual
change in position of those points. The force of damping always acts toward
the origin. If an external force is applied, the equilibrium velocity shifts in
the direction of that force.

vertical hopping robot can find an open-loop, stable hopping
height by injecting a fixed amount of energy into each hop
while leg damping removes energy proportional to touchdown
velocity and stance duration; the energy injection will naturally
balance the energy removal. Figure 7 shows how physical
damping can close the loop on velocity control. Similarly for
the ATRIAS robot, periodic forcing in the forward direction
(through leg extension in the second-half of stance) finds a
naturally-stable speed when balanced by the damping in the
legs.
Figure 8 shows how the impulses generated by disturbances
decay as a result of damping, and how periodic forcing drives
the robot forward without needing to directly sense and
regulate velocity.
III. M ETHODS AND P ROCESS
Having such an atypical design and control paradigm
for a humanoid, ATRIAS required interactive tuning and
gradual addition of behaviors to add capabilities to the
controller. A high-fidelity SimMechanics model made it easy
to continually tune and adjust controllers, with results that
could be immediately used on the robot.
A. Tools
Having a quality software toolchain was vital for reaching
the goal of a live show at the DRC. A combination of
off-the-shelf software and hardware components were selected
and assembled to form a control system which requires

minimal maintenance effort. As an added benefit, the ATRIAS
controller could be written as native MATLAB code. This
toolchain allowed for rapid iteration of controllers and simple
testing on the full-order robot.
A high-fidelity simulation of the ATRIAS biped allows
for extremely efficient and worry-free testing of new control
ideas (Martin et al., 2015). Modeled in SimMechanics and
controlled through Simulink, the simulation is a good
approximation of the behavior of the real robot, down to the
same controller interface. A controller can be tuned using
the simulation, then only require minor adjustment when
implemented on the robot. The porting process is handled
almost entirely by the software, requiring only a flag indicating
whether the controller is running in the simulation or on the
hardware.
Our final controller occupies a concise 880 lines of
MATLAB code, not including the Simulink architecture. This
does not include microcontroller or low-level safety code, only
the final control function which maps robot state to motor
commands.
Figure 9 shows the quality of the simulation, where the robot
is kicked during a physical test and given the same impulse
in simulation. Resulting robot trajectories are nearly identical,
from the over-all torso path down to the motion and timing of
the legs.
B. Development of Behaviors and Capabilities
We started with an intuitive, bare-bones controller for 2D
push-assisted walking on a spherical boom. Adding a rear leg
push-off behavior allowed the robot to walk on its own. This
process continued, adding behaviors to the simulation, tuning,
and applying them to the robot. Soon, we had a controller
which could stably walk and run in 3D over rough and unstable
terrain. There were several significant stages in developing this
controller, starting with a basic controller and incrementally
adding hand-coded behaviors.
1) State-based push-to-walk on flat ground (2D): The
inaugural behavior is a stepping primitive with a fixed stride
length, designed simply to put one foot in front of the other.
This behavior is not automatic, so an operator must be present
to push the robot forward from step to step. Stance leg and
swing leg are determined by which physical leg is applying
greater force to the ground, a parameter which typically
switches when the hip is half way between footfalls. Forces
in the leg-length and leg-angle are measured by sensing the
deflection of the two series springs in each leg. To take the
next step, the foot of the leading leg is brought to a point above
the next target then lowered until it contacts the ground. The
foot trajectory from previous midstride to next midstride is
parameterized by the x-location of the hip between midstrides.
After contact, the motors continue moving as if the foot was
still in free space, causing the springs to deflect and apply
a restorative force. Torso stabilization is achieved through
P-D-controlled hip torques on the legs, scaled by the vertical
ground force of each foot (i.e. scaled friction cone).
2) Self-regulated walking on flat ground: Adding a push-off
behavior to the trailing leg allows the robot to propel itself
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Fig. 8. The effect of physical damping on the net velocity of the robot. Envelopes around the mass center represent the history of directional impulses on
the robot; impulses in the same direction sum, while impulses in different directions push out the envelope in those directions. The envelopes only record
impulses from forces other than damping, which is represented by the gradual decay of the envelope. The average direction of the envelope gives the net
velocity of the robot. The controller only needs to supply periodic forcing during locomotion, and damping will remove the effect of extraneous impulses due
to disturbances. Damping also removes part of the effect of the periodic forcing, but that impulse is being continually injected, so it remains dominant. It is
not necessary for the controller to sense and act on current velocity feedback, it must only supply feed-forward forcing in the desired direction.
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Fig. 9. Example of the use of full-body simulation in the development of ATRIAS’ control. (a) A film strip of the SimMechanics model of ATRIAS, with
hardware controller, being simulated with a large horizontal impulse (aesthetically illustrated with an overlaid kicking human). (b) Using the same controller,
the physical robot is kicked to test its disturbance rejection.

forward, adding back lost energy. Low proportional gains for
the joint trajectories and high derivative gains damp energy
out of the gait and stabilize the robot. The interaction between
energy injection in the forward direction and energy removal
by the joints leads to a stable forward walking speed.

5) Lots of obstacles, stability testing: At this point, the
controller is able to robustly walk over moderate step-ups,
step-downs, loose terrain, and slippery terrain in 2D. It can
also handle pushes and kicks which either accelerate or impede
its forward progress.

3) Stepping in place (incorporating a clock-driven stepping
cycle): The previous behaviors are not self-starting, so we
add a clock-driven stepping cycle. This means the robot will
always be in motion, even at zero forward velocity. It begins
by stepping in place, trying to maintain a fixed horizontal
position. Footfalls are selected to remove any extraneous
momentum by shifting the horizontal position of the step
proportionately with velocity error.

6) Stepping in place (3D): The next big step in creating a
controller for real-world locomotion is taking the robot off its
support boom (the walking equivalent of removing the training
wheels from a new cyclist’s bike). Now, the robot must control
its lateral velocity and torso roll in addition to forward velocity
and pitch. We modify the clock-based stepping controller to
account for these additional degrees of freedom rather than
adding entirely new behaviors. The first test of this capability
is simply stepping in place with a zero-velocity goal. At this
point, we also make the strides fully dependent on the clock,
removing any state-based feedback.

4) Speed changes, forward and reverse: With the stepping
behavior implemented, we begin varying the forward velocity
command from positive, to zero, to negative, and back. The
robot begins by stepping in place at zero velocity, then slowly
increases the forward speed to begin walking forward. The
stride length is variable depending on the forward speed.
The push off behavior is always in effect as a result of the
clock-driven stepping cycle.

7) Robust stepping, obstacles, kicks, dodgeballs: Stability
is the most important factor for real-world locomotion, so we
spend time making sure the stepping controller can handle
large velocity changes and changes in ground height and
consistency. Our impulsive testing includes small pushes, a
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dodgeball barrage, and heavy kicks. In separate tests, foam
squares and wooden steps disrupt the flat-ground stepping
cycle. The controller’s behavior takes the extraneous velocities
from these disturbances and removes them over several steps,
settling into a zero-velocity stepping pattern.
8) Directed stepping: Just like stepping in place led to
speed changes in 2D, the 3D stepping controller is given
directional commands. A video game controller influences the
velocity of the robot by ‘suggesting’ a direction of motion
which the robot tries to satisfy. The speed change is not
immediate, but the velocity asymptotically approaches the
commanded speed and direction.
9) Robustness with obstacles: Another round of robustness
testing for the directional walking controller, this time in 3D.
More unstructured terrain is used, with foam pads, blocks,
and plywood steps. At this point, we designed and built a
lightweight mobile gantry that can be pushed around by a pair
of researchers while a third drives the robot using the game
controller.
10) Running over flat ground: Given enough space, the
controller can pick up enough speed to find an aerial phase.
Seeing as there is no ground contact in flight, we cannot
judge the forward position of the robot through the stance
leg. Instead, we judge forward position by integrating the last
known forward velocity. Because forward velocity in flight is
constant, and flight times are relatively small, this approach
works well for maintaining ground-speed-matched toes.
IV. L OCOMOTION C APABILITIES
We report ATRIAS’ walking and running capabilities in
terms of robustness (as measured by both terrain variation
and external perturbations), speed, and energy economy. These
abilities were assessed in a variety of experimental tests in the
lead-up to the DARPA Robotics Challenge.

Because the robot was unable to plan for the obstacle, some
of the foot placements were not clean, including one test in
which the robot landed on the obstacle on the point of its toe.
The control algorithm was able to recover in spite of these
unexpected contact modes and timings. Further, in an outdoor
test, the robot was able to walk up and down a 15 degree slope
(Figure 10(c)).
We also tested ATRIAS’ response to unexpected
disturbances, such as repeated dodgeball strikes (Figure 10(g)).
To deliver a mucher larger test impulse to a human-sized
robot, we gave the torso a series of firm kicks (Figure 10(h)).
When stepping in place, the robot was able to recover from
kicks imparting 60 kg m/s without falling4 This impulse is
the equivalent of instantaneously accelerating the robot to 1
m/s.
B. Speed
ATRIAS was able to match commanded speeds between
zero and 2.5 m/s, and performed similarly well in both forward
and reverse directions5 . Figure 10(i) shows a snapshot of
ATRIAS reaching its top speed of 2.5 m/s (9 kph) in an
outdoor test on an asphalt path. After accelerating faster
than 2.0 m/s, short aerial periods with no ground contact
emerged, resulting in a transition to a running gait. This
ability to transition between walking and running gaits was
accomplished without switching between controller structures.
Figure 10(j) shows a snapshot of ATRIAS after a transition
to running during an outdoor test on artificial field turf,
and Figure 10(k) shows corresponding ground-reaction forces
measuring the length of aerial phases (an average flight time
of 30 ms). This test also demonstrated the robot’s ability to
accelerate from rest to a run, and then execute a controlled
stop.
C. Energy Economy

A. Robustness
ATRIAS’ robustness to complex terrain was tested on a
variety of surfaces, uneven structures, and inclines. Testing
for nonrigid surfaces included grass, soft foam, and artificial
field turf (snapshots in Figures 10(a), 10(e), 10(j)). Further,
we tested spontaneous transitions between surfaces, to
show robustness without any tuning of control parameters.
Figure 10(b) shows a snapshot of ATRIAS transitioning
between walking on grass and pavement, and Figure 10(e)
between soft foam and particle board. This performance
suggests that ATRIAS can walk stably without significant
sensitivity to surface dynamics.
For our demonstration, we aimed to show locomotion on
rough ground without any vision or prior planning. To create
uneven ground in the laboratory, we tested walking on various
arrangements of stacks of plywood. Figure 10(d) shows the
robot walking quickly (1.8 m/s) on a randomly structured
obstacle (maximum height 9.5 cm), coming to a controlled
stop at the end of the structure. The most extreme laboratory
obstacle tested was a 15-cm tall platform. In 11 consecutive
tests, the robot successfully stepped onto this platform, walked
a few elevated steps, and stepped off (shown in Figure 10(f)).

We measure ATRIAS energetic properties by two metrics:
its operation time on a single battery charge and the
Mechanical and Total Costs of Transport (COT). To test battery
life, we commanded ATRIAS to step repeatedly in place until
the battery pack was drained. The 48V, 10 A-hr battery pack
was drained in approximately 30 minutes of operation.
Cost of Transport is a nondimensional measure of the energy
required to move a unit distance. Mechanical Cost of Transport
(MCoT) accounts for only the mechanical energy being
delivered by the actuators. Total Cost of Transport (TCoT)
includes not just the mechanical cost to locomote, but resistive
losses in the electric motors and the on-board electronics
overhead as well (including wireless communication and
control computer). We calculate the TCoT and MCoT for a 1.6
m/s walking test of ATRIAS. On average, the TCoT is 1.3,
as measured at the battery pack (current and voltage). The
average MCoT is 0.96, as measured at the actuator outputs
(torque and speed).
4 The size of the impulse delivered was inferred from simulating impulse
disturbances in the high-fidelity simulator.
5 We noted that the robot had the ability to achieve slightly higher speeds
in the direction depicted in Figure 10(i)
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Fig. 10. Snapshots of various experiments with ATRIAS. The robot is shown (a) walking on grass, (b) transitioning from pavement to grass, and
(c) walking up a 15-degree grassy slope. In-lab obstacles included (d) transitions between wooden boards and soft foam, (e) randomly structured
boards, and (f) a 15-cm platform, all of which were negotiated blindly. External disturbances include (g) repeated dodgeball strikes and (h) large
kicks. High speed tests include (i) a top speed of 2.5 m/s and (j) a smooth transition from rest to walking to running and back to rest on stadium
turf. Plot (k) is shown for the vertical ground reaction forces for each leg, which gaps between indicating short periods of flight. Videos available
online at (a-c) https://youtu.be/dl7KUUVHC-M, (d) https://youtu.be/VBDysRlrfcY, (e) https://youtu.be/1CfHbBAv6vo,
(f) https://youtu.be/dOoQTPqnLqI,
(g) https://youtu.be/yYvrTc3-uVU,
(h) https://youtu.be/K1m8fYsPMnY,
(i) https://youtu.be/U4eBRPHYCdA, and (j) https://youtu.be/KeSkAPYAJc4.
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V. D EMOSTRATION AT THE DARPA ROBOTICS
C HALLENGE
Over the course of two days at the beginning of June 2015,
ATRIAS had seven successful shows in front of live audiences
in Pomona, California. Each show demonstrated walking over
rough terrain, running on flat ground, kicks, and dodgeball
impacts. Not once did ATRIAS crash or fall during these
demonstrations. Four shows were performed beside our tent
within the Expo area, and three shows were performed in front
of the Fairplex Grandstands, where the main event was taking
place.
VI. L ESSONS L EARNED
The ATRIAS biped pushes template matching to the
extreme in its aim to embody the spring-loaded inverted
pendulum (SLIP) model. It has carbon-fiber legs so light they
are fairly fragile and require mechanical overload protection.
Even at this end of the scale of passive dynamics, there are
enough discrepancies between the reduced-order SLIP model
and the robot to cause issues for model-based controllers. In
the end, SLIP-inspired controllers were mixed with natural
intuitions and tested in a high-fidelity simulation to achieve
our results.
A. Practical Control Development
Design controllers based on reduced-order insights, but
test with high-fidelity simulators. During early development,
we would select touchdown leg angles for the full-order robot
to try and affect a particular apex height and forward velocity
for a SLIP model. A lot of effort was put into deadbeat
controllers to move between apex states. An equal amount
of effort was put into ground reaction force controllers and
virtual-pivot-point controllers. As we found, these controllers
were very sensitive to exact foot placement (cm variations
would cause trouble) or to imprecise force vector control.
No robot will ever perfectly match a reduced-order model
(at least not while matter still has mass), but it is easy for a
robot to approximate simple spring-mass dynamics. The SLIP
model is used extensively to inspire our controller, but that is
where the relationship ends. We manually tune our controller
in our high-fidelity simulation environment, finding natural
frequency, stride-velocity proportionality, and other parameters
which work for the full-order and heavily nonlinear system.
Exploit rapid iteration. The key to developing a
working product, both hardware and software, is a quick
design-test-evaluate cycle. Incremental testing allowed us to
quickly test ideas, discover what works, and cut fruitless
branches out of our search.
Allow for adjustable control parameters. Shifting model
parameters are a fact of life in robotics. Not only does ATRIAS
wear and age like any robot, it can also behave slightly
differently with every test. Trimming controls like those for
an RC airplane helped balance the robot on different terrain,
with slightly different link lengths due to manufacturing, and
different amounts of onboard weight. These tuning parameters
are built into the controller and can be adjusted on the fly.

Be careful not to actively control any behavior which
is actually a symptom of a more subtle control target.
This difficulty occurs frequently in the field of bipedal
locomotion: the most important feature of a gait appears
to be the center-of-mass motion or ground-reaction forces,
so many robots try to control exactly those. For highly
underactuated and dynamic robots, controlling around a
trajectory is extremely difficult; the control authority of the
robot is limited and phase-dependent. Simply by choosing a
different control target, like stride length, angular momentum,
or vertical impulse, periodic CoM motions emerge naturally.
Simple control targets generally require no pre-planning, and
are reactive to changes in the environment, but they still excite
the natural walking dynamics of the robot.
B. Moving Forward: Future Iterations
ATRIAS can walk and run at various speeds and over
varied terrain, but has incredible difficulty standing still.
The robot has a minuscule polygon of support, and active
stabilization tests suggested just a tiny region of stability even
in simulation6 . While ATRIAS can hold position by stepping
in place, this is not an energetically practical solution for
idling. In future designs, having an ability to apply even
limited stabilizing torques about the foot, while not impeding
gait dynamics, would be helpful for stationary balancing,
climbing stairs, and precise balancing between steps.
Turning is a major component of locomotion, but ATRIAS
can only strafe. Animals are able to zig-zag and bank between
obstacles and points of interest, and we want future robots to
have the same ability. To do this, ATRIAS would need an extra
actuator to control the long-axis rotation of the leg, applying
yaw torques to the ground and turning the robot. Currently,
the robot requires the human operator to manually steer via
a carbon tube extending from its torso, and turning the robot
breaks static friction between the feet and the ground.
Practical robots will need to be self-starting and
self-parking. ATRIAS must be started from a hanging position,
and the shut-down process effectively stops the robot in mid
air and causes it to fall. Future iterations should be able to
stand up on their own from a parked position and return to
that position when shut down.
Escalating emergency states could gracefully handle small
errors without a full emergency stop. Currently, there is only
one e-stop case: shut down all motor drivers, crashing the
robot. This case is triggered for everything from overheating
motors and limit switch triggers to a dangerous controller
failure. We disabled many of these safeties for the live shows
at the DRC to prevent unnecessary halts.
Efficiency can continue being increased. ATRIAS uses
Harmonic Drive gearheads for their small package, but they
are extremely inefficient. In addition, an internal power loop
where one motor acts as a brake saps valuable energy. Leg
design must analyze the task force and speed requirements as
they relate to the mechanism kinematics, minimizing the work
lost to self-braking (Abate et al., 2015; Hubicki et al., 2015).
6 Investigations into using LQR to locally stabilize a fixed point associated
with standing yielded an impractically small basin of attraction.
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The real world is a chaotic and dangerous place for robots,
but machines with increased autonomy will need to be able to
withstand and recover from crashes. ATRIAS requires a safety
tether to prevent it from falling because it was designed to
be a scientific demonstrator of spring-mass locomotion, not
a durable field-ready product. Future robots should be sturdy
enough to fall or crash into trees.
VII. C ONCLUSION
The ATRIAS robot, with a combination of deliberately
engineered passive dynamics and complementary control
algorithms, was able to walk and run, without external
power or support, in front of a live audience at the DARPA
Robotics Challenge. In developing this live exposition,
ATRIAS demonstrated 2.5 m/s running, variable speed control,
and the ability to recover from large human kicks. Further,
the robot was able to traverse varied surface dynamics and
obstacles as high 15-cm without any planning or vision. To
the best of our knowledge, this degree of terrain robustness
has not been reported for a self-contained bipedal machine.
What ultimately allowed for sufficiently fast progress was a
commitment to rapid control iteration on hardware. However,
by the nature of its highly compliant and underactuated design,
every step along the way required ATRIAS to embrace its
passive dynamics to keep moving forward.
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